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Reply

TruthBtold810  •  9 days ago

Good luck

  1 �� ��  

growe  •  9 days ago

Kinda repetitive lately to keep seeing updates on a blowout race (Booker or
Christie)... The number I am interested in is, how much does Booker (and
Christie) outperform past candidates of their party for the office they seek?

Also interesting to see which or if either does better/worse than expected. If
Booker's win margin higher than Christie's, still moer proof of damage
inflicted by the TeaParty and House extremist tactics lately.

Nice for Christie that he gets to be only GOP 'good news' on off year election
night, since I don't see any GOP nerd on VA psycho-slate winning office.
Nice for Booker to get to join Senate off-cylce and be fresh new face in
spotlight.

Shame on Christie wasting NJ money on two different elections weeks apart
though... A stronger Democrat would be mocking him for such tactics. A real
coward being afraid to share a ballot with Booker, doncha think?

Lest we forget, nice to have two black Senators at the same time - a feat our
allegedly "color blind society" hasn't managed since Reconstruction.
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Goddard earned degrees from Vassar College and Harvard University. He lives in New
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-- Stuart Rothenberg , editor of the Rothenberg Political Report 
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